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Abstract—Recent works have shown how Multiple Description
Coding (MDC) proves to be an effective solution for the multimedia streaming over Peer-to-Peer (P2P) and Content Delivery
Networks (CDN). However, the presence of losses and congestions
throughout the network affects the visual quality of the reconstructed sequence at the end terminal. These inconveniences can
be mitigated by specifying different levels of Quality-of-Service,
but an optimal packet classification is hard to obtain since P2P
and CDN protocols operate at higher protocol layers (ignoring
network conditions of the lowest stages), the network can be quite
distributed, and few information can be available regarding other
network segments involved in the transmission. The peculiarities
of the transmission scenario requires a distributed and robust
packet classification strategy that grants both intra-stream and
inter-stream diversities among the loss patterns for the different
streams. The classification approach presented here is modelled
via a noncooperative game where the different uploading nodes
are players/descriptions competing for the allocation of the
available network resources. Within this modelization, each
player may switch from a selfish strategy to a more cooperative
strategy according to its convenience (opportunistic players).
Experimental results shows that the proposed solution proves
to be quite effective under different network scenarios.
Index Terms—Multiple Description Coding, Game Theory,
opportunistic players, CDN networks, Peer-to-Peer network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The distributed delivery of data (e.g. in Peer-to-Peer or in
Content Delivery networks) permits an effective and flexible
delivery of various multimedia data [1], [2] via the interconnection and the cooperation of the different nodes (peers) in
the network [3]. As a matter of fact, research activity has
been dedicated worldwide to the development of novel video
coding architectures that fit the characteristics of distributed
systems. Together with scalable video coding [4], Multiple
Description (MD) architectures [5] prove to be an effective
solution for distributed video transmission since they permit
solving several problems concerning the varying topologies
of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) or Content Delivery Networks (CDN)
networks.
In MDC, the original video source is characterized with
several chunks of data (“descriptions”) so that the source
can be approximated from any subset of the chunks [6]. This
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approximation is possible since each description is correlated
with the others, and therefore, it can be estimated by the
available data whenever it is missing. Note also that each MDC
substream (associated to one description) can be independently
decoded with respect to the others, and the perceptive quality
of the signal reconstructed at the end terminal only depends on
the number of correctly-received substreams (since each one
is equally-significant). In the case of MDC video sequences,
the reconstructed sequence could present different temporal
and/or spatial resolutions, as well as different visual quality
levels, according to the number of available descriptions and
the adopted MDC scheme [6]. This coding strategy proves to
be extremely helpful in granting a minimum level of Qualityof-Service (QoS) to the end user since the fruition of the
transmitted multimedia content is still possible even with high
churning rates and packet losses.
Experimental results have shown that the effectiveness of
video transmission depends on how packets are routed and
transmitted [1], [7]. Within P2P and CDN strategies, several
approaches have been proposed to find the optimal topology
for the distribution trees of each description. The solution
in [8] mixes push and pull strategies according to delay
requirements. In [9] Wu et al. propose a delivery algorithm to
maximize the number of descriptions received by the terminal
nodes. Other solutions rely on an effective building of the
delivery trees [10]. It is worth noticing that these approaches
imply the election of a controller node that manages the P2P
network and finds out the optimal configuration.
Unfortunately, a centralized strategy proves to be ineffective
to grant some control over the QoS level of the different
streams. In fact, the central node needs to be updated timely
about network conditions and to propagate quickly the required configuration changes to the different peers involved
in the data delivery. This task proves to be quite hard to fulfill
since the network could be quite heterogeneous and complex,
and as a matter of fact, distributed QoS control algorithms are
needed [11]. To this purpose, Game Theory (GT) may provide
some help in modelling a distributed algorithm to manage the
QoS problem over a distributed network.
Game Theory has recently proved to be an interesting
theoretical framework to analyze and optimize resource allocation problems in digital communication scenarios [12]. As
an example, bandwidth contentions between different users or
terminals in a shared wireless environment can be modelled as
a “game” where each device accessing the network is a player
competing with the others for the access to the channel [13].
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Fig. 1.

MD polyphase subsampling.

However, recent works have also shown that the game theory
analysis can also be employed for other purposes, such as
wireless channels modelling [14] and distributed optimization
[15]. The approach proposed in this paper can be included
within the last field since it deals with packet classification in
a distributed network scenario [11].
In this paper, we apply GT principles on a cross-layer
distributed classification algorithm that runs independently on
each uploading peer/node of a distributed content delivery
network. Packets are scheduled into multiple QoS classes via
a non-cooperative game that aims at minimizing the channel
distortion affecting each stream and the final reconstructed
sequence. A first work using GT to classify packets has been
published in [11], where a noncooperative game between two
players/descriptions is employed and the behavior of each
player is fixed. The proposed approach proved to be an
effective solution with respect to other independent scheduling
approaches both in case the network congestion is affecting a
common segment (i.e., peers/nodes are competing among each
others) and in case the congested segment is related to one
description only.
In the current work we adopt a noncooperative game with
4 players, where each player can opportunistically vary its
behavior from selfish to cooperative (and viceversa) according
to its convenience [16]. The introduction of opportunistic
players improves the performance of the previous GT approach
since it allows each player to take advantage of the QoS level
provided to other players.
In the following, Section II presents the adopted MDC
scheme, while Section III describes the problem of packet
scheduling for MDC coded video. Section IV presents some
basic notions about Game Theory and how it can be applied to
packet classification. Section V illustrates the proposed strategy which, as simulation results in Section VI show, provides
better results with respect to previous works. Conclusions are
drawn in Section VII.
II. M ULTIPLE D ESCRIPTION V IDEO C ODING OVER
P EER - TO - PEER AND C ONTENT D ELIVERY N ETWORKS
During the last years, several MD video coding schemes
have been proposed in literature with different efficiencies
and computational complexities. In this work we focus on
the packet classification for MDC schemes, and therefore,
we adopt a quite simple and general MDC approach based
on the spatial subsampling of phase-shifted frames from the
original video sequence. Despite it is possible to design more
efficient MDC coding architectures [17], this simple polyphase
scheme allows us to generalize the obtained results to other
approaches.
Assuming that each input frame is made of pixels F (n, m)
(being (n, m) the vertical and horizontal coordinates), the MD

generation unit partitions the input samples into four subsequences F (2 i, 2 j), F (2 i+1, 2 j), F (2 i+1, 2 j), and F (2 i+
1, 2 j + 1), with i = 0, . . . , bh/2c and j = 0, . . . , bw/2c
where h and w are the number of pixel rows and columns of
the input video sequence (see Fig. 1). As a result, the input
video sequence is split into four subsequences with halved
spatial resolution and different phases. Each subsequence is
then independently coded by an H.264/AVC codec [18] and
uploaded in the network in separate repositories (peers or
servers). Whenever an end user requires the downloading of
the sequence and a delivery network has been defined, each
storage terminal starts transmitting the video packets to the
destination terminal. At the receiver, packets are sent to four
independent H.264/AVC decoders that share a common MD
error concealment unit. In case all descriptions are correctly
received, the coded information can be reconstructed without
quality loss. In case some parts of one description are missing,
the MD concealment unit can estimate the lost information
thanks to the intrinsic spatial correlation existing among adjacent pixels. In our implementation, the missing pixels are
approximated via a simple bilinear interpolation involving the
available neighbors. Note that the quality of the reconstructed
subsequence increases as the number of available correlated
pixels augments.
In case all the descriptions have been lost, the missing data
are copied from the previously-decoded frame like in most of
the Single Description (SD) coding schemes.
The performance of the designed MD scheme can be
improved by effective algorithms that classify packets varying
their loss probabilities [7]. Several multi-source video streaming strategies have been proposed in literature. However, when
dealing with P2P networks, several aspects of the underlying
network remain unknown. P2P and CDN protocols usually
operate at the transport (or higher) layers of the protocol
stacks, and therefore, buffer fullness, the presence of concurrent streams, channel and network conditions related to
the lowest protocol layers are not known. Similarly, packet
classification strategies operate at the same layers of the P2P
or CDN applications, but their performance is an effect of
what happens at the lowest stages. From these premises,
optimization strategies must operate in a distributed way and
process limited and partial network statistics. The following
section presents some possible strategies.
III. MDC PACKET SCHEDULING IN Q O S- AWARE
NETWORKS

The limited upload bandwidth, the changing network topology, the presence of wireless links, and the significant amount
of coded data associated to the transmission of multimedia
signals increase the congestion and loss probabilities affecting
the network. As a matter of fact, it is possible to mitigate the
channel distortion produced on the received video signal by
ruling the network access according to different QoS classes.
Several QoS-aware transmission and network access protocols
have been defined ([19], [20], [21]) in order to differentiate
the loss probability of packets according to their significance
and protect the network from congestions.
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Fig. 2. Different types of diversity provided via DiffServ labelling (considering two descriptions). a) intra stream diversity b) inter stream diversity.

The performance of these solutions on the quality of the
reconstructed video sequence strongly depends on how packets
are assigned to the different classes. The Two-Rates-ThreeColors-Markers (TRTCM) approach [21] distributes packets
among three classes according to the negotiated average bit
rates. A more effective solution has been proposed in [22],
where packets are assigned to different classes with different
loss probabilities according to their significance in the decoding process. The effectiveness of the classification approach
rely on creating a certain intra-stream diversity in the loss
pattern such that crucial data are characterized by a lower
loss probability with respect to the least important data (see
Fig. 2(a)). Other solutions address the problem of packet
scheduling in relation with MDC video transmission and aim
at granting a certain degree of diversity among the loss patterns
affecting the different descriptions (inter-stream diversity) [7],
[23]. Figure 2 reports a schematic representation of both
types of diversity. Arrows denote the dimension along which
diversity must be granted. In case the congestion affects all the
descriptions, the effectiveness of the MDC error concealment
algorithm relies on the fact that at least one description is
available at the decoder [24], and therefore, the probability
that all the descriptions are lost has to be minimized by
differentiating their relative loss probability, e.g., by assigning
different QoS classes to different descriptions [23]. On the
other hand, in case the congestion affects a single description,
intra-stream diversity like in the single description case needs
to be granted since the other descriptions are received correctly
in any case. As a matter of fact, the classification algorithm has
to take into account both requirements since a wrong packet
classification may lead to uncontrolled bandwidth contentions
which significantly degrade the quality of the reconstructed
sequence.
In case all the descriptions are transmitted by a common
server, an optimal classification can be easily performed. However, in case descriptions are stored into multiple nodes (like
in the P2P and CDN cases), optimal packet scheduling can be
achieved by the service provider (or an elected controller node)
who should evaluate all the channel conditions throughout the
network, compute the optimal classification, and send it to the
different uploading peers/nodes. Such a centralized strategy is
significantly time-demanding and needs a continuous update
of the information related to transmission statistics for the
different network paths.
A faster solution can be obtained via a distributed clas-

sification performed independently by the single uploading
peers/nodes. In this case, each source node is neither aware of
the classification choices of the other source nodes nor aware
of where the congestions are located. As a matter of fact, the
classification choices of each node could compete with the
choices of the other peers for the fruition of network resources
leading to sub-optimal configurations.
It is possible to mitigate the inefficiencies of a distributed
classification using a GT-based packet classification strategy
that provides a satisfying degree of intra-stream and interstream diversities in the loss patterns affecting the sequence
reconstructed at the decoder.
IV. A G AME T HEORY C LASSIFICATION APPROACH
In case packet classification is performed independently by
uploading nodes that can not communicate, each source node
that transmits the stored description monitors the network state
via transmission control protocols and classifies the video
packets according to the characteristics of the coded video
signal and to the loss probability. Since each peer/uploader
is unaware of the choices and the channel state of the other
peers/nodes, it is highly probable that each uploading node
turns out to be in competition with the others in order to
provide an adequate intra-stream diversity to its own packets.
As a matter of fact, it is possible to analyze the classification
problem via the theoretical framework of game theory, which
permits taking into account the behavior of the other nodes
and granting a certain level of inter-stream diversity in the
optimization.
A. Basic game theory notions and notation
A competitive behavior among a set of individuals can be
represented by a “strategic game”, i.e., a model of interacting
decision-makers [25] that evaluates how each individual is
affected by the actions of the others. In analytical terms, the
game is identified by a set of n decision-makers (commonlynamed “players”), a set Nc of strategies available for each
individual, and a set of preferences for each player. The
preferences (or utility) of one player can be parameterized
by a pay-off (or cost) function fd (·), d = 1, . . . , n, which
assumes its values among real numbers R and characterize
the satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) level p of the player. Since
the decisions of each player are affected by the strategies of the
other players, the pay-off function depends on the decisions of
all the players, i.e., for the d-th player it is possible to define
fd : Ncn →

 R
fd : c = c1 , . . . , cn 7→ p

(1)

where cd is the strategy chosen by the d-th player, d =
1, . . . , n. Assuming that players are rational and selfish, their
main aim is maximizing (or minimizing) their pay-off (or
cost) functions fd . However, a blind choice that does not
take into consideration the behaviors of the other players may
lead to inefficiencies whenever the game presents conflicting
configurations. Assuming that players can not cooperate (noncooperative game), a conflict appears whenever a player needs
to decrease the utilities of the other players in order to increase
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his/her own. As a matter of fact, the rationality of the decisionmakers and the correctness of their beliefs about the actions
of the other players1 lead towards some points of equilibrium,
where every player has no reasons to change his/her strategy
as his/her utility can not improve. These configurations are
called Nash equilibria [25], and in analytical terms, an array
of strategies c∗ is a Nash equilibrium if
h
i


fd c−d,∗
, cd,∗ ≤ fd c−d,∗ , cd,∗
i
(2)
∀d = 1, . . . , n
and
∀cd ∈ Nc ,
where c−d is the array of strategies of all the players made
exception for the d-th and fd (·) is a cost function. In this case,
no other choice allows player d to reduce fd (·), therefore,
the strategy cd,∗ is the best he/she can adopt. Note that this
optimality must be verified for all the players at the same
time making c∗ a stable configuration. In the following, we
will show how it is possible model the distributed MDC packet
classification by a noncooperative strategic game.
B. Game Theory applied to MDC packet classification
Given an MDC video sequence coded into n-descriptions,
which are stored into n separate servers or uploading peers,
each source node behaves like a player in an n-players noncooperative game, where the d-th player (description MDd)
d
can choose its strategy (QoS class) cMD
for the i-th packet
i
among a set Nc of Nc possible choices. The non-cooperative
nature of the game depends on the fact that terminals
 1 canMDnot

n
communicate among each other. Let ci = cMD
i , . . . , ci
be the array that groups the chosen strategies for the n
descriptions.
Each class k can be modelled via a queue with maximum length2 BkM and with an emptying server modelled
by a Poisson process with parameter λk . The parameter λk
varies according to the congestion level of the network and
the transmission priority associated to the k-th class, which
changes the probability of accessing the medium and, as a
consequence, the waiting time. Each class is also associated
to a transmission channel with loss probability Pchan,k , which
depends on the parameter setting (e.g., the adopted channel
code, the transmission power, etc...) for the k-th QoS class,
and the network state. Since packets are transmitted by each
source at a constant packet rate, it is possible to model each
QoS class with a G/M/1/BkM queue model [26], where the
generic arrival rate depends on the classification choices of
the algorithm.
When considering the best classification for the packets of description MDd, the loss percentages Ploss,k , k =
0, 1, . . . , Nc −1, are affected by the channel parameters related
to the k-th class, by the parameter λk , and by the number of
packets Bk buffered in the k-th queue. Note that the parameter
Bk depends on the chosen classes for all the descriptions, i.e.,
1 In this case, the term correctness refers to the fact that the beliefs of two
players about the actions of a third player are the same [25].
2 The parameter B M is expressed in terms of maximum number of packets.
k

4

on the arrays ct with t ≤ i. More precisely, assuming that
Bk < BkM , the buffer level can be written as
Bk =

n
XX


d
I cMD
= k − Rp,k (i),
t

(3)

t≤i d=1

where I(·) is the indicator function and Rp,k (i) is the number
of transmitted packets in the k-th class at the instant i.
As a consequence, the loss probability Ploss,k for the d-th
description can be written as



late
late

Pi,k
(Bk ) + 1 − Pi,k
(Bk ) Pchan,k



if Bk < BkM
Ploss,k (ci ) =




1
if Bk = BkM
(4)
late
where Pi,k
(Bk ) is the probability for the class k that the
i-th packet can not be delivered in time (i.e., later than a
certain time limit), and Pchan,k characterizes the packet loss
probability related to the network congestion level. Note that
Pchan,k can vary for the different uploading nodes since network states can differ throughout the network. Unfortunately,
the lack of messaging between source terminals makes each
node unaware of the transmission conditions for the other
terminals, and therefore, it is not possible to obtain a global
optimum for the classification process. As a matter of fact,
Pchan,k corresponds to the loss probability measured by the
node itself via some transmission control protocol (in our case,
the Real Time Control Protocol - RTCP) and may differ from
the actual values throughout the network.
late
The probability Pi,k
(Bk ) can be expressed as
"B −1
#
k
X
late
Pi,k (Bk ) = P
∆Tm > TL
(5)
m=0

where ∆Tm is the waiting time for the m-th buffered packet
after the (m − 1)-th packet has been served, and the threshold
TL denotes the maximum time limit after which the packet
is discarded since it has become obsolete (in our case we
have set TL to 0.2 s). Assuming that the waiting time ∆Tm
is an exponential variable, the overall waiting time for the
m-th buffered packet is an Erlang variable, and the resulting
probability of losing the m-th packet with Bk < BkM is
Ploss,k (ci ) = Pchan,k + (1 − Pchan,k )

γ(Bk , TL /λk )
Γ(Bk )

(6)

where γ(·, ·) and Γ(·) are the lower incomplete and the
standard Gamma functions, respectively.
In order to evaluate the distortion produced by the class
assignment ci , the model in [27] allows us to parameterize
d
the channel distortion δPSNRMD
associated to the loss of the
i
i-th packet in description MDd as
d
PSNR − PSNRMD
l,i
d
MDd MDd
= hMD
(7)
l,0 + hl,1 ρi .
PSNR
The parameter PSNR in eq. (7) identifies the Peak Signal-toNoise Ratio value of the reconstructed frame in case all the
d
packets are correctly received, ρMD
is the percentage of null
i
transform coefficients for the i-th packet of description MDd,
d
δPSNRMD
=
i
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TABLE I
N ORMAL FORM OF THE CLASSIFICATION GAME .
1 =0
cMD
i

1 =1
cMD
i

1 =2
cMD
i

Simulations results will show how the proposed classification approach proves to be extremely effective with different
congestion settings.

2 =0
cMD
i

f1 (0, 0)
f2 (0, 0)

f1 (1, 0)
f2 (1, 0)

f1 (2, 0)
f2 (2, 0)

V. C LASSIFICATION USING NONCOOPERATIVE GAMES

2 =1
cMD
i

f1 (0, 1)
f2 (0, 1)

f1 (1, 1)
f2 (1, 1)

f1 (2, 1)
f2 (2, 1)

2 =2
cMD
i

f1 (0, 2)
f2 (0, 2)

f1 (1, 2)
f2 (1, 2)

f1 (2, 2)
f2 (2, 2)

WITH OPPORTUNISTIC PLAYERS

d
hMD
l,j (j = 0, 1) are the parameters of the distortion model, and
d
PSNRMD
l,i is the PSNR value of the reconstructed frame when
the i-th packet is lost.
From the distortion model in eq. (7), it is possible to define
the cost function for the d-th class as the expected relative
PSNR loss

fd : Ncn → R
(8)
d
fd (ci ) = (i − 1)E[fd ]i−1 + Ploss,cMDd
(ci ) δPSNRMD
i
i

where E[fd ]i−1 is the average relative PSNR loss for the
previous packets of the d-th description until the (i − 1)-th
instant, i.e.,
1 X
fd (ct ) for i > 1.
(9)
E[fd ]i−1 =
i − 1 t<i
Given the classification ci , the loss probabilities Ploss,cMDd
,
i
MDd
and the percentages ρi
for the i-th packet of each description, the adopted classification strategy c∗i identifies a
Nash equilibrium [13] for the game expressed by equation (8)
whenever the condition in eq. (2) is satisfied. Substituting
eq. (8) into equation (2), an equilibrium is found if
h
i
−MDk,∗
∗
Ploss,cMDd
(c
)
<
P
c
,
k
loss,k
i
i
i
(10)
∀d = 1, . . . , n
and
∀k ∈ Nc .
Among all the Nash equilibria, the classification strategy
identifies the configuration minimizing the average distortion
δPSNR =

n
1 X
E[fd ]i .
n

(11)

d=1

According to this strategy, the algorithm avoids that one
description jeopardizes all the available bandwidth in case
of congestion on a shared link, and at the same time, it
creates a certain differentiation between the packets belonging
to the same description improving the performance in case of
congestions affecting a single description.
In our simulations, we considered an MDC coded video sequence made of 4 descriptions whose packets can be assigned
to three different priority classes Nc = {green, yellow, red}
[19], [21]. For the sake of conciseness, we will refer to
them with the indexes 0, 1, 2 respectively. Table I reports the
normal form of the non-cooperative game associated to the
classification task.

Experimental results have shown how it is possible to
improve the performance of classification by allowing each
player to adopt an opportunistic behavior. Since the different
descriptions are correlated, it is possible that the utility of
player d provides some advantages to players d0 6= d. Lost
data can be easily approximated from other descriptions, and
therefore, a limited distortion in the correlated video streams
permits estimating the missing information with a satisfying
accuracy. An additional advantage is obtained by considering
the configurations ci between different consecutive packets
(which can be related to one frame or one GOP). Therefore,
it is possible to average distortion values for more than one
packet considering all the packet data within the set Wp . As a
matter of fact, the cost function of eq. (8) for player/description
d can be modified as follows:
fd (ci ) = (i − 1)E[fd ]i−1 + Did (ci )

(12)

where the distortion function Did related to packet i ∈ Wp is
computed as
X n
d
Did (ci ) =
(1 − α) δPSNRMD
Ploss,cMDd
(cj )
j
j
j∈W p
)
(13)
n
Y
0
+α
δPSNRjMDd Ploss,cMDd0 (cj ) .
j

d0 =1

The first term of equation (13), i.e.,
d
Ploss,cMDd
(cj )
δPSNRMD
j
j

(14)

focus on intra stream diversity, while the second term
n
Y
d0 =1

0

d
Ploss,cMDd0 (cj )
δPSNRMD
j
j

(15)

accounts for the influence of inter stream diversity on the final
distortion.
Although in theory ci can change within Wp for every
packet, experimental result has proved that keeping ci constant
for all the packets in Wp leads to better performances. This
behavior has to be related to the fact that it is possible to
consider the classification problem as a sequential game where
the trigger strategy ci = const. within Wp leads to more
effective configurations. Changing ci within Wp , could imply
a temporary lower distortion for some players. Unfortunately,
the following reaction of other players would decrease significantly the performance (credibility of the threats).
The proportional weight α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1, which is here
called the opportunism ratio), controls how much both types
of diversity should influence the final distortion and is related
with the characteristics of the coded sequence.
For sequences with high spatial correlation and low temporal correlation, lost descriptions can be easily estimated
from the available ones, and therefore, providing a high
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degree of diversities among the different MD streams (inter
stream diversity) increases the robustness of the transmission.
On the other hand, the visual quality of the reconstructed
sequences with low spatial and high temporal correlations is
poorly affected by inter stream diversity and proves to increase
whenever inter stream diversity is preserved. As a matter of
fact, the parameter α has to be tuned according to the spatial
correlation of the coded sequence. In our implementation, we
set α as

if RS > 20

 0
1
if RS < 4
(16)
α=

 1 − RS − 4 otherwise,
16
with
|Sx | + |Sy |
RS =
(17)
|∆t |
where Sx , Sy are the average vertical and horizontal Sobel
operators, and ∆t is the average temporal gradient. The ratio
RS compares the spatial and temporal correlation (measured
via the Sobel operators and the temporal gradients, respectively). This is one of the main improvements with respect
to the work in [11], where the classification approach did not
take into consideration the possibility of varying the distortion
metric according to the characteristics of the coded sequence.
Moreover, the employment of mode descriptions enhances the
flexibility of the original scheme, as the results in Section VI
will show.
Equation (13), together with the parameter adaptation of
eq. (16), provides an effective metric that can be used to
minimize the channel distortion on the final reconstructed
sequence at the decoder. The proposed classification can
be adapted to different QoS-aware networks provided that
different class of service are defined.
As a matter of fact, the adaptation of the set of strategies
for each player to the specified set of QoS classes permits
its use in other protocols, e.g., RSVP or MPLS (that is
currently supported by many existing network infrastructure
and software, like Cisco IOS on Cisco routers). The priority
or QoS class can be specified in the DS field of packets (RFC
2474).
In the following section, we will evaluate how the proposed
strategy compares with some existing packet classification
algorithms.
VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
The proposed classification approach can be applied to
several types of networks that differentiate the priority and
the handling strategy for the packets. Despite P2P and CDN
protocols operate at the highest layers of the protocol stacks,
congestions, delays, and packet scheduling take place at the
lowest layers of the protocol stacks. Therefore, in our tests we
simulated queues and reduction of the transmission capacity
for the links at the lowest layers evaluating the effects at
the highest layers. In this work we adopted the NS2 network
simulator generating different random network topologies that
can be underlying a given overlay tree built by a P2P protocol
or distributing multimedia packets in a CDN network. This
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methodology permits both the reproducibility of the tests and
the evaluation of the classification on a complex network.
Nowadays, many protocols [19], [20] define several QoS
classes which are associated with different transmission priorities, retry limits, and buffer sizes. In this paper we will
consider the special case of DiffServ networks [19], but the
approach can be easily extended to other scenarios as well.
The experimental settings have been simulated using the
NS2 simulator and considering a DiffServ-enabled network
[19] which classifies the injected packets using three different
labels (green, yellow, and red). Each label characterizes the
relevance of the packet and the handling strategy. The values
of the parameters λk , k = 0, . . . , Nc − 1, were estimated
from a training set of packet transmissions, while Pchan,k are
independently evaluated by each node via the RTCP protocol.
In our testing, we simulated the transmission of CIF video
sequences coded into 4 descriptions via a spatial polyphasesubsampling. Each sequence was coded with fixed QP into
GOPs of 15 frames with structure IP...P. The CABAC entropy
coder was enabled as well. Tests were done for different
values of the QP parameter. For the sake of conciseness, in
the paper we report experimental values for QP = 25 and
QP = 30 since they proved to be representative to evaluate
the performance of the algorithm. Other experimental data can
be found at the web-site [28].
The algorithm was tested on two different types of congestion, where inter-stream and intra-stream diversities are
respectively required in the loss patterns. More precisely,
we adopted two different network settings designed in such
a way that congestions affect data streams from different
peers/servers (see Fig. 3(a) and 3(b)).
In a first set of simulations, we adopted the network
topology shown in Fig. 3(a). The node d1 is downloading
the MDC coded video sequence from the source nodes s1,
s2, s3, and s4, while the node s5 is streaming a Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) traffic towards the node e5. The node si , with
i = 1, . . . , 4, stores the i-th description of the MDC video
sequence while node s5 has the only purpose of adding extra
packets in the network. The access to the core network is
ruled by the DiffServ-enabled node e1 [19] that process the
packets according to their labels and the buffer levels. The
congestion is varied reducing the available bandwidth Ra of
the link from the the core network to node e5. As a matter
of fact, all the descriptions are contending the same link, and
therefore, congestion affects all the uploading peers/nodes. The
performance of the GT-based approach (labelled GT2 in the
reported graphs) is compared with the performances of the
classification strategy in [11] adapted to 4 MDC descriptions
(labelled GT), the Algorithm 1 proposed in [7] (labelled ρbased), and with the standard technique TRTCM [21]. In the
graphs we also added a fifth curve showing the performance
of an optimal classification (labelled Optimal) that assumes
to know all the channel conditions for all the uploading
peers/nodes.
The simulation results reported in Fig. 4 show that the GT2
approach improves the PSNR value of 4 dB on average for the
sequence foreman (see Fig. 4(a)) with respect to the TRTCM
approach. Note also that the GT approach in [11] does not
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the sequence foreman coded with QP = 30
on network 1. The graphs report the value of average SSIM and VQM as
function of the transmission rate Ra . a) SSIM, b) VQM.
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Fig. 3. Network settings. a) Setting 1: congestion on a shared link; b) Setting
2: congestion on a non-shared link.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for different sequences coded with QP = 30 on
network 1. The graphs report the value of average PSNR as function of the
transmission rate Ra . a) foreman, b) crew, c) mobile d) flower.

perform quite effectively on 4-descriptions MDC streams. A
quality improvement can be noticed for other sequences as
well (see Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c)). However, in our tests we
also measured the quality improvement using different quality
metrics including the Structured Similarity Index Measure
(SSIM) [29] and the Video Quality Metric (VQM) [30].3 This
evaluation aimed at discriminating false quality improvements
which are highlighted by a single metric but not confirmed by
the others. As an example, we report here the average values
for SSIM (Fig. 5(a)) and VQM (Fig. 5(b)) for the sequence
flower. The displayed data confirm that the GT2 algorithm
provides the best quality at the receiver.
The GT2 algorithm also proves to be effective with MDC
sequences coded at different quality levels. Figure 6 reports the
average PSNR and SSIM values for the sequences foreman
and flower coded with QP = 25. For the sequence
3 Note that for most of the reconstructed sequences the visual quality
increases as the VQM value decreases and the SSIM index increases.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results for different sequences coded with QP = 25 and
transmitted on network 1. The graphs report the value of PSNR as function
of the transmission rate Ra . a) PSNR and b) SSIM for flower; c) PSNR
and d) SSIM for foreman.

flower, the proposed strategy improves the average PSNR
value of approximately 3.3 dB at high congestion levels with
respect to the TRTCM approach (Fig. 6(a)). However, for
high Ra values TRTCM seems to provide a better visual
quality since the average PSNR values are higher. This fact
is not confirmed by the other quality metrics (Fig. 6(b))
which shows that at low congestions (high Ra values) the
visual quality provided by TRTCM and GT2 is the same. As
for the sequence foreman, the performance proves to be
slightly worse than TRTCM at high rates (low congestion),
but the PSNR values allow to assert that this difference is
negligible (Fig. 6(c)). On the contrary, at high congestions
the GT2 algorithm significantly improves the quality of the
reconstructed sequence up to 3 dB.
In a second set of simulations, the network topology has
been slightly modified, as Fig. 3(b) shows. In this case, the
congestion is simulated reducing the available bandwidth Rb
of the link from node e1 to core network, while descriptions
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for different test sequences coded with QP =
30 and transmitted on network 2. The graphs report the average values of
PSNR (dB) as function of the transmission rate available Rb . a) foreman,
b) flower.

MDi, i = 2, 3, 4, are transmitted to core network with no
congestions. Nodes ek , k = 1, . . . , 5, are DiffServ-enabled,
while nodes sk , with k = 5, . . . , 8, have the only purpose of
adding extra CBR packets in the network.
Fig. 7 reports the average PSNR values vs. the rate Rb for
the GT2, the GT, the ρ-based, and the TRTCM algorithms.
For the sequence foreman coded with QP = 30, the GT2
approach increases the PSNR value of 0.5 dB on average
with respect to the TRTCM approach (see Fig. 7(a)). This
improvement is possible since the GT2 approach is able to
preserve the most important packets in the decoding process.
The reported results also show that the ρ-based approach
performs as well as the GT2 algorithm since also in this case
the QoS class for each packet is changed according to the
distortion introduced by its loss. As for the sequence flower
(see Fig. 7(b)), the average PSNR value for the GT2 and the
ρ-based approaches improves of 2 dB for Rb = 800 kbit/s
and tends to 0 dB for higher rates. This behavior is confirmed
by the VQM and SSIM quality metrics (see Fig. 8(a)) since
no significant differences can be noticed among the curves in
Fig. 8(a) for Rb ≥ 1 Mbit/s. Comparing approaches GT2 and
GT, it is possible to notice that sometimes the performance of
GT2 is slightly lower. A major motivation of this is to be found
in the opportunistic behavior of players in GT2 that are more
willing to help other nodes in order to gain some advantages.
Note that in case the congestion is affecting a single node,
opportunism is useless (but this can not be known by the
nodes). As a matter of fact, the performance of GT is higher.
It is also worth of observation that this difference is minimal
(< 0.1 dB in most cases), and therefore, the performance
of both algorithms is approximately the same for network 2.
The improvements obtained by GT2 on network 1 justifies its
adoption. Whenever the sequences are coded at a higher bit
rate (QP = 25), it is possible to verify that the performance
of the different algorithms does not differ too much. However,
in most of the cases the performance improvement of GT2 in
network setting 2 is lower with respect to that in network
setting 1.
In the end, we evaluated the performance when the MDC
scheme produces unbalanced descriptions coding each subsampled sequence with different QPs. Experimental results
compare the TRTCM algorithm with the GT2 approach (for
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Fig. 8. Simulation results for the sequence flower on network 2. The
graphs report the average values of SSIM and PSNR as functions of the
transmission rate available Rb . a) average SSIM for QP = 30, b) average
PSNR for QP = 25.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results for unbalanced descriptions. Descriptions MD1,
MD2, MD3, and MD4 are coded with QP values 28, 29, 31, and 32,
respectively, and transmitted on network 1. The graphs report the value of
average PSNR as function of the transmission rates Ra . a) foreman, b)
flower.

the sake of conciseness) on network setting 1 and show an
improvement up to 2 and 1.5 dB for the sequences foreman
and flower, respectively (see Fig. 9). No significant differences have been found on network setting 2.
The third network setting considered a random network of
nodes (generated in the NS2 simulator with the software GTITM), where the source and the destinations nodes are attached
randomly at each network realization. An example is reported
in Fig. 10(a). In this way it is possible to simulate a more
realistic condition where both network setting 1 and 2 are
combined together multiple times. The bandwidth capacities
of the different links are assigned randomly following a normal
distribution with different averages and standard deviation
equal to 100 kbit/s. Note that congestions may affect a variable number of descriptions since paths could be completely
independent or could share one or more links. The displayed
results show how the performances verified on network 1 and
2 are combined and prove the effectiveness of GT2 approach
once again.
Figures 10 b,c,d report the value of PSNR, VQM, SSIM
obtained for the sequence foreman with QP = 30. It is
possible to appreciate that the performance of the GT2 strategy
is close to the optimal one for all the considered metrics.
Figure 11 reports the value of PSNR and SSIM obtained for
the sequence crew with QP = 25 and 30. In this case, the
gain provided by the GT2 approach is higher since the stronger
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TABLE II
C OMPUTATIONAL TIME FOR DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATION
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Fig. 10.
Average simulation results on GT-ITM random networks (10
realizations) for sequence foreman with QP = 30. The graphs report the
value of PSNR, VQM, and SSIM as a function of the average transmission
rate of links (Gaussian distribution). a) network realization 0; b) PSNR; c)
VQM ; d) SSIM.
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The proposed classification approach requires an approximate knowledge on the transmission conditions (inferred
from RTCP statistics) and of the statistics of data to be
transmitted. The transmitted sequence can be described by
a set of distortion values which can be computed during
the coding operations with negligible additional computation
with respect to the encoding complexity. As a consequence,
the classification strategy has to process a limited amount of
the data and combine them in a 4-players game to find its
equilibria. The algorithm runs in 0.22 ms per frame on a 1.7
GHz processor with 1 GB RAM, and therefore, it proves to
be suitable for low complexity devices. Table II reports the
computational time required by different packet classification
approaches (for a whole sequence). It is possible to notice
that the required time is quite low for all the approaches
despite the fixed, ρ-based, and TRTCM strategies requires
the minimum amount of calculation. No values are displayed
for the TRTCM strategy since the classification is performed
according to the occupancy levels of the queues on the network
(no content-dependent packet classification is applied). Note
also that the complexity of the optimal approach is not far from
that of GT and GT2 approaches but requires the knowledge of
transmission conditions for all the peers (which is not feasible
in a real scenario).
VII. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 11.
Average simulation results on GT-ITM random networks (10
realizations ) for sequence crew with QP = 25, 30. The graphs report
the value of PSNR and SSIM as a function of the average transmission rate
of links (Gaussian distribution). a) PSNR QP = 25; b) SSIM QP = 25; c)
PSNR QP = 30; d) SSIM QP = 30.

spatial correlation between the different streams is exploited
better by the GT2 optimization. This fact is more evident at
low QPs (see Fig. 11(a) and 11(b)), where the performance
of TRTCM is always lower with respect to that of GT2 since
GT2 is more effective in preserving inter-stream diversity.

The paper presents a classification approach for an Multiple Description Coded video sequence which is based on a
non-cooperative game. The strategy identifies Nash equilibria
and chooses the configuration that minimizes the estimated
distortion in the sequence reconstructed at the decoder. The
approach grants an adequate level of intra-stream and interstream diversities improving the PSNR values both in case
the congestion affects a network link shared by the different
descriptions and in case the congestion only affects a single
description. Future work will be focused both on extending
this approach to more efficient MDC video schemes and on
testing the algorithm using more complex and heterogeneous
network topologies.
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